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Abstract

There is a crisis in provision of quality teaching in the foundation phase of schooling in South Africa. This article argues that the Postgraduate Certificate in Education (Foundation Phase) (PGCE(FP)) has potential to help address this crisis. The article draws on data from university admission policies, focused discussion between teacher educators from six universities, and a survey of registered PGCE(FP) students at one of these institutions. Through an examination of criteria for admission to the qualification, the article considers which students could potentially be recruited into teaching via the PGCE(FP). The value of students' academic maturity is highlighted in relation to the duration and content of the curriculum, and in terms of knowledge and motivational effects on children taught by these teachers. It is recommended that admission criteria for the PGCE(FP) should allow recruitment of graduates from a wider variety of academic backgrounds, and it is argued that this qualification should be seen as part of a continuum of professional learning and that teachers with a baccalaureate are well skilled to be active lifelong professional learners. Specific suggestions are made for further research to develop a full analysis of the distinct contribution the PGCE(FP) can make to the early years teaching profession.
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Introduction

When the South African Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET), in partnership with the European Union (EU), set up the ambitious support programme ‘Strengthening Foundation Phase Teacher Education’ in 2011 (Green, Parker, Deacon & Hall 2011; RSA DHET 2012), it signalled a crucial and growing recognition in South Africa that the foundations for success in schooling are laid in the early years of a child’s life. During the first nine or so years of life, children experience massive cognitive, biological and social development. Their early experiences at home, in the community and in the education system impact significantly on their healthy, happy and productive participation in society, both as children and as adults. During these early years, children begin to develop the independence of thought and the attitude and ability to make judgements that are necessary for participation in a democracy (Linnington, Excell & Murris 2011). Crucial in this regard is the independent and confident use of the basic tools of language, reading, writing and mathematics, which are initially developed at home and during the foundation years of schooling. During these early years children also consolidate the self-esteem, confidence and self-control necessary to use these basic tools to think and to communicate their thinking with others (Barnett, Jung, Yarosz, Thomas, Hornbeck & Stechuk 2008; Bodrova & Leong 2007). In addition, it is during the formative early years of schooling that children, particularly those from families and communities without strong histories of formal education, develop a sense of what schooling is about and come to establish routines, habits and processes for learning in the context of classrooms full of other children, thus laying the basis for academic progress. For all these reasons, children in the foundation phase in particular require and deserve quality teaching that promotes effective and rewarding learning.

However, while there are pockets of excellent foundation phase teaching in South Africa, provision of quality education is profoundly unequal (Van der Berg 2014). In general there are crises in the supply of teachers with appropriate language backgrounds for teaching grades R to 3 through the home language, as well as in the provision of quality teaching (Bloch 2009; Fleisch 2008; Green et al 2011; Taylor 2013). This is indicated by comparatively poor results of South African children in international, national and even provincial language and mathematics tests at grade 3, 6 and 9 levels (Hoadley 2013; Spaull 2011, 2013; Taylor 2006).

Work in the field of sociology of education has revealed complex mechanisms by which inequality is perpetuated in and through schooling (Hoadley & Ensor 2009; Rose 2010). Quality early schooling experiences are particularly significant in relation to progress towards national goals of social justice, equality and participatory democracy. However, stratification of educational inputs and outcomes in South Africa continues to thwart this project at the levels of the system, curriculum and classroom. Research about accumulated advantage in literacy development suggests that children who fall behind expectations in the early years of schooling seldom catch up, and indeed that their failure is compounded over time (Mourshed, Chijioke & Barber 2010). This is described as the ‘Matthew effect’, whereby the rich get richer and the poor get
poorer (Cunningham & Stanovich 1997; Rigney 2010; Stanovich 2004). While success in schooling results from a complex interplay of factors, teachers and teaching are central to quality schooling provision. There is substantial evidence that teachers and teaching matter to student learning (Bransford, Darling-Hammond & LePage 2005; Timperley & Alton-Lee 2008). The supply of teachers who are adequately prepared to deliver contextually appropriate, high quality education in the early years of schooling is thus a priority both in terms of the impact on individual children and in terms of social justice in society as a whole. Recognising this, the Strengthening Foundation Phase Teacher Education programme has directed significant energy towards expanding initial teacher education provision for the foundation phase, including the expanded provision of the one-year Postgraduate Certificate in Education (Foundation Phase) or PGCE (FP) programme.

At the foundation phase level, the PGCE is a relatively uncommon teacher qualification route. I would argue that its potential is also relatively poorly understood in the profession. The purpose of this article is to open the way to a more nuanced appreciation of the contribution that this qualification might make to education in the South African context. In the article I will do this by reflecting critically on a key dilemma that teacher educators involved in the PGCE(FP) have been grappling with, namely the question of who should be admitted to the PGCE(FP) (Joubert 2013; Verbeek 2013). The article uses this dilemma as a springboard to explore how the PGCE(FP) can contribute towards addressing the twin crises of quality teaching in foundation phase classrooms and the supply of teachers for the foundation phase across significantly diverse and unequal school contexts in South Africa.

The article draws on qualitative data obtained from a variety of sources in 2013 and 2014. Focused discussion by twelve PGCE(FP) teacher educators from six universities in March 2013, recorded by Verbeek (2013) and reported on by Joubert (2013), as well as official websites of these programmes, provided data about admission criteria. A formally administered written survey of all the PGCE(FP) students registered for full-time contact study at one of these institutions in 2014 provided, by means of open-ended questions, data about these students’ perceptions of the relevance of their undergraduate courses to their initial teacher education and of the usefulness of the admission criteria to their professional education. It is a limitation that this data set originated in one institution only, and no claims are made about generalisability. The article also draws on personal communication with a number of school principals, foundation phase heads of department, and provincial education department officials regarding the placement of PGCE(FP) graduates. The identities of these individuals are not revealed in this paper. Content analysis of these data sets was achieved by the identification of themes.

The PGCE (FP): a controversial qualification

In South Africa there are at present three possible routes of study by which a candidate teacher can achieve qualified teacher status (QTS): the four-year Bachelor
of Education degree (BEd); a three-year degree capped by the one-year Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE); and, for a limited period of time, in order to deal with issues of redress and to accommodate those who, for largely historical reasons, have been teaching without qualified teacher status, the National Professional Diploma in Education (NPDE) followed by an Advanced Certificate in Teaching (ACT). The BEd and the PGCE qualifications are both pegged at level 7 on the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) and are broadly aligned with international practice. They are the result of decades of work to create from the fragmented legacy of apartheid education provision a unified system that can serve the needs of children in multiple, still starkly unequal contexts in South Africa. I would argue that the coexistence of these different pathways to QTS are beneficial to the education system as a whole, ensuring access to diverse groups of teachers with different academic histories as well as epistemological and methodological variety in the teaching profession. While striving for quality and minimum standards, it is a strength that the education system in South Africa has not rigidly standardised and homogenised teacher training, as one size cannot fit all.

The PGCE brings into the profession individuals from particular, and often wide-ranging, backgrounds, who might otherwise not have become teachers. Examples are the numerous graduates who start teaching without a professional qualification, sometimes purely out of commitment to education and children and sometimes because jobs are hard to find even for baccalaureus graduates. It also provides an opportunity for people to change professions mid-career, which again brings valuable diversity and experience into the schooling system. In addition, as I will discuss in this article, the foundation phase qualification also brings graduates who have not studied traditional school subjects into the system. Such graduates would probably not enter teaching if they had to retrain with a four-year degree.

Traditionally, the PGCE has been used to train subject specialists for the senior school (CHE 2010), on the assumption that they would have gained strong disciplinary and subject knowledge via their first degree and that they can convert this knowledge to teaching ‘capital’. Thus, the PGCE would be a programme in which they could focus largely on understanding education and educational contexts and on learning how to teach the subject content. It is for this reason that the PGCE is more controversial as a vehicle for training foundation phase teachers. Practicing teachers whom I have encountered in my research and higher education practice often take strong positions against the qualification. Some principals, HODs and teachers whom I (and my colleagues) have met with in research and practice question the efficacy of a PGCE qualification for the foundation phase. Resistance to the PGCE (FP) is expressed along the following lines: “It is simply not possible to learn everything a foundation phase teacher needs to know in one year” (personal communication, teacher A 2015); “PGCEs only have two practice teaching periods. This is not enough time in the classroom to know what to do” (personal communication, HOD A 2015); “PGCE graduates learn too much theory and do not get enough practice. They do not know what to do in the classroom” (personal communication, Principal 2015); “In my 4 year training we made all the necessary teaching aids. PGCEs don’t have time to do
this and are therefore not fully prepared” (personal communication, HOD B 2015); or “If they were really committed to teaching young kids they would have done an education degree from the start” (personal communication, teacher B 2015). These comments resonate with four interdependent questions that teacher educators are grappling with, namely: 1) what initial preparation do students need to have in order to be successful foundation phase teachers; 2) what is the relationship between theory and practice in this preparation; 3) can this preparation be achieved in one year; and 4) who should be admitted to this training (Verbeek 2013)? There is a dialectical relationship in purposeful teaching between what is taught, how it is taught, and who is taught. Successful teaching takes into account who the learners are, as well as what they are to be taught. The discussion that follows therefore begins by considering who could potentially be admitted into the PGCE(FP) before briefly exploring, in the light of this, what and how they might be taught.

Out of the 33,400 students in South Africa who graduated as qualified teachers in 2010, only 1,275 specialised in teaching in the foundation phase (grades R-3) (Green et al 2011). At that point, these new teachers represented only 27.8% of the estimated need for qualified foundation phase teachers (ibid). Eighty-two per cent (82%) of these foundation phase graduates completed a four-year BEd degree at one of thirteen tertiary education institutions (ibid), while the other 18% or 227 students countrywide completed a one-year Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE), after having completed at least a bachelor’s degree. In other words, 3.5% of all newly qualified teachers in 2010 were PGCE(FP) graduates. More recent work on teacher supply and demand calculated a supply-demand gap of almost 2,500 too few foundation phase teachers in 2012, and disaggregated this figure to show that 92% of the need was for speakers of African languages (Green 2014).

Six South African universities currently offer the PGCE(FP) through various modes of delivery, including one distance, one mixed-mode, one part-time contact, and two bilingual programmes. Fifty per cent (50%) of PGCE (FP) students in 2010 were registered at a distance education institution. The South African Council of Higher Education’s (CHE) review of academic and professional programmes in education (2010), reporting before any of the universities offered dedicated PGCE(FP) programmes, noted great variability in the design of PGCE provision. As reported by teacher educators in a 2013 workshop (Joubert 2013; Verbeek 2013), this remains a feature of the FP programmes. It is therefore important not to make assumptions that the graduates of one programme can be compared with those of another. It is outside the scope of this article to comment on design of PGCE programmes, but it is useful in terms of the arguments that follow regarding admission criteria to note that international literature indicates that PGCE programmes should have five key features: conceptual coherence; a strong link between taught modules and work-based learning; be designed to encourage and develop critical reflection and self-reflexivity; should constitute students as learners positioned to engage fruitfully in continuing professional development and adapt to changes in curricula and new trends in
education; and should give students as novice practitioners a broad understanding of education as a practice and competence (CHE 2010).

The PGCE (FP) student as baccalaureus graduate

The minimum entrance requirement to a PGCE is a bachelor’s degree. Students may therefore generally be described as academically experienced with deep content and disciplinary knowledge in at least one field of study. This is valuable, as teachers need a deep understanding of fundamental concepts in a discipline, how they are organised and how they relate to each other in order to use their subject matter knowledge for teaching (Bertram 2011; Shulman 1987). In addition, as baccalaureus graduates, PGCE students have ideally already learned to think critically, to find and access information and to study independently (Griesel & Parker 2009). However, there are various types of higher education institutions in South Africa, including traditional, comprehensive universities as well as universities of technology. Further research is needed regarding the nature and content of degrees obtained from different types of institutions, including the graduate attributes of each, in order to inform design of PGCE programmes.

Bringing students with such academic backgrounds into teaching also helps to strengthen the profession. This is of particular importance at the foundation phase level, where teachers have historically been the least well qualified and seen as the least prestigious (Petersen & Petker 2011). Students’ academic strength and maturity is of value to the education system in at least three respects: at the level of institutions of higher learning, it influences the design and content of teacher development curricula, while at the level of schools it has both knowledge and motivational effects on children taught by these teachers; in addition, such students have the potential to contribute much needed research in the field of early years education.

Data collected as part of this study through a small-scale survey of all students who had just completed one of the country’s PGCE(FP) programmes, corroborates these arguments. Most students believed that the greatest value of their first degrees to their initial teacher preparation lay in the development of academic and critical thinking skills. They highlighted the following important attributes, developed in the course of undergraduate studies, and which they felt they brought with them into the PGCE(FP): familiarity with academic processes and expectations (including time management and discipline); skills in reading and research; careful critical thinking; the ability to develop and validate a position; critical engagement with topics; examining information with intention and purpose in mind; and academic writing skills. Students felt that these skills enhanced their learning in the PGCE and increased their confidence about being able to solve problems they might encounter in teaching. These are valuable lifelong learning skills that enable teachers to find and evaluate information, and could therefore be seen as a crucial aspect of the development of critical and creative teachers who are prepared for lifelong learning. They also make it possible for teacher training curricula to draw on these skills. This is significant in relation to the
question of the duration of the PGCE: it is one of the factors which make it possible for the training to be relatively short.

If candidates have gained both broad and deep disciplinary knowledge at undergraduate level, they arguably have the potential to inspire children’s sense of wonder and interest in these fields. For example, teachers who have an interest and knowledge in the sciences can motivate and stimulate children’s learning in this often neglected field in early years education. Of particular importance to foundation phase teaching, teachers who have a strong academic background are likely to have an established culture of reading and broad general knowledge. It is crucial that teachers should model a culture of reading if they aim to foster the development of such a culture among their students (Rimensberger 2014). General or background knowledge is essential for the comprehension of a wide range of texts (Mannes & St George 2014). In addition, students who have already completed a first degree are likely to have been well prepared as both independent and collaborative learners on a path of lifelong learning. They are therefore expected to be able to further develop their knowledge about teaching and learning through formal and informal study and self-reflection. Thus the general benefits to the education system of the postgraduate nature of the PGCE are clear.

With regard to the issue of entrance qualifications, the foregoing discussion suggests that students should be admitted to the PGCE(FP) on the basis of having completed a coherent academic bachelor’s degree.

**Content knowledge for FP teaching**

A number of researchers and commentators have attributed failures in the South African education system to poor teacher content knowledge (Taylor 2013; Shalem & Hoadley 2009; Taylor 2013; Taylor & Taylor 2013). Based on the foregoing argument that the PGCE is designed on the basis that content knowledge is developed in the undergraduate degree, the question of what constitutes this content knowledge for teaching in the foundation phase is important. Conventional wisdom would hold that anyone who can read, write and do basic mathematics has the subject content knowledge necessary to teach foundation phase children. Morrow (2007:52) points out that the curriculum for basic education has remained “remarkably stable” across the world and over the past century at least, consisting of “generic decoding skills” (ibid:64) in literacy and mathematics. Any entrant to the PGCE programme would certainly have this content knowledge. However, this knowledge is often so much second nature to graduate students that they find it difficult to identify the building blocks that constitute their advanced skill. For example, PGCE students in my class can all read at an advanced level, but half were not able to pass at first attempt a test on phonics knowledge, although they arguably made at least some use of this on a daily basis in the process of reading. In other words, when considering content knowledge, declarative and procedural knowledge need to be disaggregated and teaching time needs to be devoted to developing metalinguistic awareness about these basic
skills. However, as evidenced by the systemic tests which show that South African children are failing to achieve expected standards of education, more is required than application of these skills. Teachers’ content knowledge for foundation phase teaching requires a broader conception of literacy, which emphasises meaning-making and necessitates the development of independent thinking, thus going beyond only teaching the initial mechanics of reading. Similarly, a deep sense of numerosity and an understanding of what mathematics is about (its grammar and vocabulary), over and above the application of mathematical operations, is critical teacher knowledge to enable quality teaching in the foundation phase. In addition, teachers need knowledge about questioning and their own higher order questioning skills need to be developed so as to grow children’s capacity for independent critical and imaginative thinking from the early years (Murris 2014). Furthermore, as Murris and Verbeek (2014) propose, foundation phase teachers need deep knowledge of children and conceptions of childhood, including how children learn and develop.

The question then arises: is such content knowledge likely to have been developed in any undergraduate degree outside the field of education? There is seldom a direct correspondence between the content of first degrees and the content for teaching in the foundation phase. For example, the English (or any other language) that students may have studied in their bachelor’s degree is unlikely to have covered children’s literature or to have focused on the alphabetic principle or phonemic awareness, which would from part of the content of learning to teach reading in the foundation phase. Likewise, university-level mathematics is clearly far in advance of foundation phase maths. Similar arguments could be made in respect of other subjects. However, as argued earlier in this paper, advanced study in any field provides the future teacher with an understanding of knowledge structures, issues and procedures to conceptualise their work in the foundation phase classroom. This provides strength to their training and to the profession, as the teacher has a vision of where the young child’s knowledge might lead in future as well as a sense of how what is learned in the early years of schooling builds towards this.

Content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) are particularly closely intertwined in foundation phase teaching. For example, should knowledge of how children learn to read be regarded as content or pedagogical content knowledge? As Bertram (2011) points out, PCK is a contested term. As signalled by the opinions of practicing teachers reported in this article, the teaching profession expects that foundation phase teachers should have broad pedagogical content knowledge as well as general pedagogical knowledge in order to teach effectively. Therefore, while the design of the PGCE(FP) can assume prior basic content knowledge, particular emphasis needs to be devoted to developing pedagogical content knowledge. This has implications for the duration of the qualification, which is discussed later in this article.

In the light of the arguments about the value of the postgraduate nature of the PGCE (FP) forwarded thus far, the brief consideration of what it is that students need to know and teach, and the assertion that there is seldom direct correspondence
between this knowledge and undergraduate courses, the article now considers implications for admission criteria to the PGCE(FP).

**Flexible admission criteria**

The question of admission criteria to the PGCE(FP) is a burning issue for teacher educators at all the universities that offer the programme (Joubert 2013). National policy prescribes that the minimum admission requirement for the professionally-focused PGCE is an “appropriate diploma or degree”, which ensures “sufficient disciplinary learning” to effectively teach Literacy, Mathematics and Life Skills in the foundation phase (RSA DHET 2011:24), and leaves it up to the institution of higher learning to determine the extent to which the embedded content in the degree is sufficient for teaching at the foundation phase level. In 2013 this was variously interpreted: at one university, the admission requirement was a degree with two official languages at first-year level plus one other school subject; at another, it was a degree plus two school subjects, one of which should be at second-year level; at a third, preference was given to students with psychology and undergraduate education subjects; a fourth preferred psychology and linguistics; and one preferred graduates who had studied psychology.

Unlike PGCEs specialising in other phases of schooling, students may be admitted to the PGCE(FP) on the basis of having studied undergraduate psychology. In the small-scale survey of PGCE(FP) conducted as part of this study, half of the respondents would not have been admitted to the programme were it not for this provision. This corroborates the point argued earlier in this paper that the PGCE(FP) has the potential to recruit teachers into the system who might otherwise not have joined the profession. In the case of psychology graduates, however, this is potentially a double-edged sword, as it has been argued that many such graduates undertake PGCE study because it is a requirement for admission to Educational Psychology honours programmes. While such professionals provide a valuable auxiliary service to the education system, they are lost to the teaching profession per se (Verbeek 2013).

The preference for psychology graduates reveals a policy assumption that the field of psychology provides relevant content knowledge needed to teach foundation phase children. Students surveyed reported that having completed various courses in developmental, organisational, social or child psychology provided valuable background to their PGCE(FP) studies. In particular, they reported that their psychology studies deepened their understanding of the development of children, including emotional, social, behavioural and cognitive development; how children learn, learning difficulties and barriers to learning; the importance of social and environmental backgrounds; the importance of understanding the child as a whole; and inter- and intrapersonal dynamics in the school, the classroom and the community. Student opinion in the small-scale survey also suggested that a useful entrance criterion for the PGCE(FP) could be interest in and commitment to working with young children.
From the above it can be concluded that although the entrance criteria for
the PGCE (FP) signal a valuing of the discipline of psychology for teaching in the
foundation phase, no common disciplinary basis exists from which the PGCE(FP)
curriculum can be designed, except for taking into account the general academic
strengths that graduates may be assumed to have, which include the ability to read,
write and think, including to think mathematically, at least at a basic level. In the light
of this, and considering the value of the qualification in bringing an untapped source
of teachers into the education system, academics at the focused discussion proposed
that universities should be more flexible in their interpretation of what constitutes an
appropriate prior degree for PGCE(FP) candidates, reporting that some of their best
students had previously trained as lawyers, engineers or scientists (Verbeek 2013).

Can foundation phase teachers be (pedagogically) prepared in
one year?

Three lines of argument are presented to suggest that it is indeed possible to train
foundation phase teachers in the relatively short period of one year, assuming that
they have the graduate attributes identified previously. The first argument relates
to who PGCE students are and the fact that initial teacher education is part of a
continuum of professional development; the second relates to a distinction between
education and training; and the third relates to the nature of the PGCE practicum.

Teachers bring agency (Ebrahim, Verbeek & Mashiya 2011); judgement (Murris &
Verbeek 2014); creativity, skill, emotion, intention, intellectual challenge, function,
expression and degrees of freedom (Lupton 2012), as well as past experience to
every class they teach. Initial teacher education prepares teachers by consolidating
students’ understanding of what is to be taught; familiarising them with some of the
tools and delivery techniques they may use as a point of departure in this creative
process; making them aware of what has been shown to work or not work; helping
them to better understand their pupils and the context in which they teach; clarifying
the expectations of the profession; developing their ability to reflect critically on and
learn from their teaching; and providing them with an introductory experience of
schools and supported early teaching opportunities. But no initial teacher education
programme, no matter how long or comprehensive, can produce a teacher who
‘knows’ or is able to ‘do’ everything, precisely because teaching is practiced in context.
Consequently, learning to teach is a lifelong process and initial teacher education
should be seen as part of a continuum of development, both formal and non-formal,
including induction and continuing professional development until the end of the
teacher’s career.

Viewing teacher development as an ongoing process is particularly important
when we consider the fact that curricula and policies change, that ‘teaching methods’
move in and out of favour, and that new commercially available education materials
(or brands) are continually coming onto the market. Programmes for continuing
teacher education address these changes. Prolific information, lesson plans and
activities for teaching foundation phase content are available on the Internet and in published teachers’ guides. Teachers must be able to interact with these materials as agents and make wise educational judgements about them on the basis of sound knowledge. Importantly, teachers who have the kind of degree that is assumed in this study and who qualify via a PGCE, are able to research, discern and engage in self-study, particularly when supported by professional learning communities in the schools themselves. While it cannot be assumed that conditions in schools are conducive to this, it is indeed the intention of policy that such conditions be promoted and developed. Design of PGCE curricula should include practice in working in such professional learning communities.

An initial teacher development curriculum which focuses on underlying understandings and principles, rather than on numerous ‘methods’, is a second factor that makes it possible for the PGCE to be achieved in one year. This is education, as opposed to training, and provides a basis from which wise educational judgements can be made. Murriss and Verbeek (2014) set out five possible principles for a foundation phase curriculum: participatory democracy and social justice, intellectual integrity, reflexivity, narrativity, and aesthetic and embodied learning. Central to these principles are relationships, for example, between teacher and student, student and text, student and environment, mind and body, and theory and practice. It is by developing such principles and relationships that the PGCE(FP) student comes to embody the basic competences of a beginning teacher set out by policy in South Africa – which include having sound subject knowledge and knowing how to select, sequence and pace their teaching in relation to both the subject and learners’ needs (RSA DHET 2011:53) – and is able to be an active agent in the classroom. With a focus on such principles, initial teacher education can be achieved in one year.

In addition, the possibility of quality PGCE training for foundation phase teachers depends on the nature of the practicum experience, which the CHE (2010) identified as a critical factor in beginning teacher confidence and performance. As the CHE review noted, there is great variation across universities in this regard. Current policy aims to align this by at least specifying minimum periods of work-integrated learning (RSA DHET 2011). However, particularly for large-scale and distance programmes, geographical, financial and administrative constraints on university supervision, combined with constraints relating to the functionality of schools (Christie, Butler & Potterton 2007), the quality of existing teaching and the role of collaborating teachers, are likely to continue to threaten quality practicum experience and therefore the quality of PGCE(FP) offerings. This needs to be a serious focus of attention in PGCE programme design as well as programme monitoring and evaluation.

**Conclusion and recommendations**

This article has argued that the potential contribution of the PGCE(FP) has not been sufficiently recognised by the teaching profession. Prejudice from within the profession about the length of the PGCE(FP) programme appears to result from
preconceived ideas about how people learn to teach; what teacher training (as opposed to education) should involve; and whether relevant content knowledge is adequately provided by undergraduate degrees from all South African universities. We need to open up discussion about what a newly qualified foundation phase teacher should be able to know and do, and the constrained time period available for the postgraduate certificate provides an important challenge and valuable opportunity for teacher educators to identify what is essential. This may provide important insights for other initial teacher development qualifications as well.

Although a relatively small proportion of foundation phase teachers complete the PGCE(FP) qualification, it can fill crucial gaps in teacher supply by bringing an otherwise untapped stream of committed and capable teachers into foundation phase education. The PGCE in general should bring teachers who are strong academically into the system, which has the potential to strengthen the profession. This is particularly important in foundation phase education, where teachers have historically been less well qualified and treated as less prestigious, and the research tradition has been historically weak. Benefits are also proffered to the system by the variety and depth of the initial degrees of PGCE(FP)-trained teachers, as they typically bring to their classrooms broad general and deep disciplinary knowledge, as well as interest and sometimes experience in fields other than education. The PGCE brings into the system teachers who have been exposed during their first degree studies to people, ideas and approaches other than what they might encounter in a school of education. Moreover, students who have already completed a first degree are likely to have been well prepared as both independent and collaborative learners on a path of lifelong learning. They can therefore be expected to continue to develop their knowledge about teaching and learning through formal and informal study and self-reflection throughout their careers, particularly if professional learning communities have been established in schools.

The PGCE(FP) also has the potential to contribute to resolving the crisis of quality of foundation phase education in South Africa. There is no empirical evidence that teachers prepared in this fashion are any less able to deliver sustained quality education over time, although this needs further investigation.

Drawing on these conclusions, some specific recommendations for action and further research can be made. Firstly, admission criteria for the PGCE(FP) should allow recruitment of graduates from a wide variety of academic backgrounds. Secondly, rather than comparing graduates with different types of initial teacher qualifications, the significant specific contributions and challenges of each qualification model should be recognised by the profession. To promote this, further research is needed about both the contributions and the challenges of the PGCE(FP) qualification in particular. One critical challenge for consideration is how PGCE(FP) programmes may recruit and prepare teachers to make a contribution across the profoundly unequal community and schooling contexts in South Africa. The DHET/EU project has focused on the need to strengthen the training of teachers who are committed and able to teach through the medium of an African language in the foundation phase in rural or township
schools. This remains an ongoing challenge, particularly for PGCE(FP) programmes. However, other challenges of teacher preparation for these contexts deserve increased attention, for example, models of support for student teaching practice in such challenging contexts.
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